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Abstract

Given the high degree of segmental reduction in conversational speech, a large number of words become homophoneous that in read speech are not. For instance, the tokens considered in this study \textit{uh}, \textit{ach}, \textit{auch}, \textit{eine} and \textit{er} may all be reduced to [a] in conversational Austrian German. Homophones pose a serious problem for automatic speech recognition (ASR), where homophone disambiguation is typically solved using lexical context. In contrast, we propose two approaches to disambiguate homophones on the basis of prosodic and spectral features. First, we build a Random Forest classifier with a large set of acoustic features, which reaches good performance given the small data size, and allows us to gain insight into how these homophones are distinct with respect to phonetic detail. Since for the extraction of the features annotations are required, this approach would not be practical for the integration into an ASR system. We thus explored a second, convolutional neural network (CNN) based approach. The performance of this approach is on par with the one based on Random Forest, and the results indicate a high potential of this approach to facilitate homophone disambiguation when combined with a stochastic language model as part of an ASR system.
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1. Introduction

Homophones are words that have the same canonical pronunciation but different meanings. How many homophones there are in a corpus is speaking style dependent. Given the high degree of segmental reduction in conversational speech, a large number of words become homophoneous that in read speech are typically realized with different canonical pronunciations. Whereas in face-to-face conversation, homophones do not tend to cause misunderstandings, they pose a serious problem for automatic speech recognition (ASR) of conversational speech. Machines classify homophones using the semantic context and the position of the token in the phrase. In spontaneous conversations, however, speakers frequently produce utterances that are ungrammatical, include repetitions or have incomplete syntactic structures, which makes homophone disambiguation from lexical context less reliable for conversational than for less spontaneous speaking styles. The aims of this study are twofold: (1) to analyze which prosodic and spectral cues distinguish homophones resulting from segmental reduction in conversational Austrian German and (2) to investigate methods for automatic homophone disambiguation based on acoustic information that are suitable for the integration into an ASR system.

From studies in the field of human speech recognition, we know that humans use various contextual indications to make ambiguous input disambiguous. Syntactic structure, gestures or statistical aspects of linguistic context can be used to differentiate homophones [1]. In addition, studies from the field of phonetics have shown that homophones, despite being per definition produced with the same sequence of phone-segments, differ with respect to their prosodic and phonetic detail. This has been reported for homophones of words with different lexical meaning [2], with different communicative functions [3], and for pronouns of different grammatical functions [4, 5]. Importantly, it has been found that phonetic detail is also used by listeners to distinguish between words that become homophoneous due to reduction processes (e.g., [6]).

The question arises whether prosodic and phonetic detail can also be used for automatic homophone classification. Nemoto et al. [7] achieved classification accuracies of around 70\% for the binary task of distinguishing the French words \textit{et} vs. \textit{est}, using, among others, Bayesian classifiers and SVMs with a set of 41 prosodic features. By means of a Random Forest classification using a large set of 193 acoustic and lexical features, Schuppler et al. [5] achieved a performance of 74\% F\textsubscript{1} (92\% accuracy) for distinguishing the three different grammatical functions \textit{article}, \textit{relative pronoun} and demonstrative \textit{pronoun} of homophoneous tokens. What both studies have in common is that the classification methods rely on acoustic feature sets that are partly derived from manual annotations and require prior segmentation of the word and its context.

In this paper, we investigate two different approaches to automatically distinguish five German tokens \textit{uh} ‘eh’, \textit{ach} ‘oh’, \textit{auch} ‘also’, \textit{eine} ‘a’ and \textit{er} ‘he’, which in conversational Austrian German all tend to be reduced to [a]. First, we use a Random Forest together with a large set of features related to the prosody and phonetic detail of the target word and of its context. Random Forests deal well with correlating features, high-order interactions between them, and with a combination of a small sample size and a large number of features. For these reasons, in the last decade Random Forests have also been used for studies in the fields of phonetics and linguistics (e.g., [8, 9]). The Random Forest based experiment gives us information about how the homophoneous tokens differ with respect to phonetic detail, where the durational features of the target word and its context show to be highly important. This Random Forest based approach, however, would not be suitable for the integration into an ASR system, as manual orthographic annotations are required for the segmentation and the subsequent extraction of the features. We therefore explore a second approach, where the spectrogram and the prosody of the token are treated as a signal, and classification is done via a convolutional neural network (CNN). CNNs have recently reached high popularity in the speech technology community for various applications, for instance in the field of speech separation [10, 11, 12], keyword spotting [13] and ASR in general [14, 15]. Given the challenge of a small dataset, we apply MixUp Augmentation [16] and investigate whether CNN performance improves when combining the spectrogram with durational information, as this resulted to be of high impact for the Random Forest classification.
2. Materials

All experiments of this study are based on the conversational speech component of the Graz corpus of Read and Spontaneous Speech (GRASS) [17, 18]. One hour long conversations between two speakers were recorded in a sound-proof room, resulting in 19 hours of high quality recordings of speech from 38 speakers (19f, 19m) from eastern Austria. The speaker pairs were mixed or gender-homogeneous and were familiar with each other (friends, colleagues, etc.). The conversations were not supervised by an experimenter and the speakers were not given any instruction about the topic of the conversation, resulting in spontaneous, casual conversations. The recordings were subsequently manually transcribed orthographically, containing a total of 198,129 word tokens from 13,231 different word types (i.e., lexicon entries).

Using these manually created orthographic transcriptions, the corpus was automatically segmented into words and phones by means of a Forced Alignment with a Kaldi-based ASR system [19]. For this purpose, a pronunciation lexicon with pronunciation variants was used. These comprised automatically created variants by applying 36 phonological and reduction rules to the canonical pronunciation of the words and additional manually created variants, reflecting typical Austrian pronunciation for specific word types [20, 21]. Based on these word-level and phone-level segmentation, a total of 4175 transcriptions for specific word types [20, 21] were extracted, stemming from the word types 'ach' (222), 'ah' (765), 'auch' (1408), 'eine' (580), and 'er' (1200).

3. Which acoustic features contribute most to disambiguate homophones?

3.1. Acoustic features

We extracted a total of 128 features related to fundamental frequency (F0), intensity (RMS), duration and spectral characteristics. F0 was extracted using pYAAPT (Yet Another Algorithm for Pitch Tracking) [22], for the calculation of the peaks the package detecta [23] was used. Besides calculating the minimum, mean, etc. of the F0, we also included positional F0 features (e.g., relative position of the F0 onset). The same calculations were made from the RMS trajectory, as earlier implemented by [24]. The 13 durational features included (among others) the duration of a preceding silence (if present, the duration of the target word itself, the local speaking rate (lspr) (i.e., the number of segments per second), and the total speaking rate (tspr) (i.e., the number of segments produced in the entire utterance divided by its duration). The spectral features were all extracted using Parselmouth [25] and included the means and medians of the formants F1-F3, cepstral peak prominence (CPP), the relative strengths of the first (H1) and second harmonic (H1-H2), jitter and shimmer.

3.2. Random Forest

In order to analyze which acoustic features contribute to the distinction of the five word types 'ach' 'oh', 'ah' 'eh', 'auch' 'also', 'eine' 'a', and 'er' 'he', we used scikit-learn [26] to build a Random Forest (RF) classifier with 500 estimators, a maximum depth of 18, a minimum samples split of 7, the square root as maximum number of features considered for splitting a node, a minimum number of samples per leaf of 1, and a maximum number of features considered (RF) classifier with 500 estimators, a maximum depth of 18, a minimum samples split of 7, the square root as maximum number of features considered for splitting a node, a minimum number of samples per leaf of 1, and a maximum number of features considered for splitting a node. The spectral features were all extracted using Parselmouth [25] and included the means and medians of the formants F1-F3, cepstral peak prominence (CPP), the relative strengths of the first (H1) and second harmonic (H1-H2), jitter and shimmer.

We first trained the RF with 128 features, achieving an overall accuracy of 57% and an F1-score of 0.55. On the basis of the Shapley values, we determined which features contributed most to the classification, and used all features (15) that reached a feature importance of > 0.025% for the subsequent retraining of the classifier. The classifier with the reduced feature set achieved an overall accuracy of 54.31% and an F1-score of 0.51. Figure 1 shows the respective confusion matrix. Reducing the features to only 12% of the original set avoids overfitting and still produced reasonably good results. The precision, recall, and F1 score consistently is best for 'ah', by far lowest for 'eine' and relatively low for 'auch'. The reasons for why this is so can be found from analyzing the feature importances.
Figure 3: Impact of the most important features for each class for the Random Forest Classifier using the reduced feature set.

Figure 2 shows the remaining 15 features and their importance. The duration of the preceding silence reached the by far strongest impact on disambiguating the homophones considered here, followed by other durational features (total, local and relative speaking rate), two F0 and two RMS related features, and the mean and median of the first and second formant. In relation to the whole set of 128 features, relatively few F0 and RMS related features remained, and the durational features showed to be highly important for the task. None of the features related to voice quality (e.g., CPP) ranked upon the 15 most important features, indicating that these word types are equally weakly or strongly modal. Given these feature impacts, it is thus not surprising, when looking at the confusion matrix (Figure 1), that *eine* is mostly confused with those word types that also primarily occur in phrase-medial position (i.e., *ach* and *er*), where a preceding silence is just as unlikely as for *eine*. In line with this observation, the two word types *ah* and *ach* that are both likely to occur in phrase-initial position, are also most often confused with each other.

Figure 3 shows the impact of the features on the prediction of the classes. The F1 and F2 related features have the highest impact on the classes *er* (with the canonical pronunciation [ɛɾ]) and *ach* (canonical *[aUX]*) compared to the other classes. This indicates that traces of the diphthong might still be present for these tokens, despite being classified with the Kaldi-based forced alignment as monophthong *[a]*. The durational features had the highest impact on the prediction of the class *ah*, whereas the F0 features were most important for class *ach*.

Having analyzed which features have high impact on the disambiguation of the five homophones *ach*, *ah*, *ach*, *eine* and *er* in Austrian German, raises the question of how well these findings generalize to other types of homophones in German, and what is more, in other languages. For spontaneous Northern German, Schuppler and Schrank [5] found that durational and F0 related features played a major role, similarly as we report here for Austrian German. A detailed analysis on the impact of specific features, however, was not provided in [5]. For spontaneous French, Nemoto et al. [7] analyzed ASR errors caused by the homophones *et* and *est* and found that the most important acoustic cues to distinguish these words were phoneme duration, the difference between inter-phonemic duration (which correlates to our measure of relative speaking rate), F0 and the pause preceding the target word. These findings from French are highly similar to ours and suggest that the use of these durational and prosodic features may also help to distinguish homophones in other (at least Germanic and Romance) languages.

### 4. Does homophone disambiguation with CNNs profit from information on the duration of the preceding silence?

What the approaches mentioned in the previous section (those from literature, and our own) have in common is that they require the extraction of acoustic features which rely on the segmentation of the whole phrase. As such an approach is not well incorporable into an ASR system, we conducted a second experiment based directly on the spectrogram of the recorded audio. Since the duration of the preceding silence as well as the duration of the token resulted to be crucial for homophone disambiguation, we investigate whether an encoding of this durational information improves CNN-based classification performance.

#### 4.1. Data Preprocessing

We extracted log-magnitude mel spectrograms using the Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). We used a Hanning window of size 4096. The sampling rate was 48kHz. The selected hop size of 256 provides a sufficient time-resolution. The information about the preceding silence was incorporated to the spectrogram by adding silence in the respective length in front of the audio signal. In order to account for the different durations of the tokens, we additionally performed zero padding of the spectrogram, resulting in tokens of equal size (see Figure 4). As shown in Figure 5(A), the token count was very unbalanced. Therefore, MixUp Augmentation was used to oversample under-represented classes. The idea is to mix up the features and labels of a sample with a randomly chosen sample from another class [16]:

\[
x_{\text{mixed}} = (1 - \lambda) \cdot x_{\text{original}} + \lambda \cdot x_{\text{random}}
\]

\[
y_{\text{mixed}} = (1 - \lambda) \cdot y_{\text{original}} + \lambda \cdot y_{\text{random}}
\]

where \(x\) represents the features of a sample, \(y\) denotes the corresponding one-hot-encoded label and \(\lambda\) is the mixing weight. For our experiments, \(\lambda = 0.2\) worked best. Figure 5(B) shows the increase of samples for each token. Due to the oversampling, the ratio of training, development and evaluation data changed to 79.86%, 12.99% and 7.15% respectively. The evaluation data set had the same size as for the RF experiment.

1When integrated into an ASR system, the duration of the silence could be retrieved from a speech-silence detector.
4.2. CNN Model

Figure 6 shows the structure of the CNN model. The first layer performs a 2D-convolution with a kernel of size 3x3 on the spectrogram. Then max-pooling of size 3x3, a ReLU activation, batch-normalization and dropout at a value of 0.17 is performed. This structure of 2D-convolutions, pooling, ReLU activations and batch-normalization is replicated. After the final dropout (0.15), a fully connected layer with a softmax activation function provides the classification results. As data is limited, a small-scale CNN is necessary. In total, we have 13589 parameters. We trained the network using the Adam optimizer [29] with a batch size of 2048 for 150 epochs. Furthermore, weight decay regularization was used.

4.3. Results and Discussion

Table 1: F1-scores and overall accuracy for the different classes with a CNN, trained with and without pre-silence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>CNN with pre-silence</th>
<th>CNN without pre-silence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ach</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ah</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aueh</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eueh</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall accuracy</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>48 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F1-score of 0.63 and the worst class eueh at a score of 0.33. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrix for the CNN using preceding silence. Compared to the prediction accuracy of the RF (see Figure 1), the CNN shows similar confusion patterns across all classes. From the RF analysis, we have learnt that whereas the classes ach and ah are mainly distinguished by durational and prosodic features, for the classes aueh and er also F1 and F2 play a significant role. The fact that with the CNN approach, the accuracies for ach and ah are lower than with the RF, reflects that durational information is captured only to a limited extend compared to the large set of acoustic features used for the RF. In line with this observation, for those classes where spectral information is of high impact (i.e., aueh and er), the accuracies with the CNN are higher than those of the RF.

5. Conclusions

The aims of this paper were (1) to analyze which prosodic and spectral features distinguish homophones resulting from segmental reduction in conversational Austrian German, and (2) to investigate methods for automatic homophone disambiguation that are suitable for the integration into an ASR system. In our analysis based on a set of 128 features and a Random Forest classifier, we found that the overall most important features are the duration of a silence preceding the target word as well as its durational aspects (local, global and relative speech rate).

In a second experiment, we showed that information on pause and token duration is also beneficial for a CNN based approach towards homophone disambiguation. Classification performance with pre-silence was 0.09 F1-score better than without pre-silence. In future, we plan to expand our study to other types of homophones resulting from segmental reduction in conversational speech. For instance, a large number of function words are reduced to [s] and [t] in Austrian German, causing enormous WERs. Since our results indicate a high potential of the CNN based approach to facilitate homophone disambiguation, we plan to combine this approach with a stochastic language model as part of the Kaldi-based ASR system for conversational Austrian German currently under development at our department [30, 31].
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